juvenile fiction

Kittens in the Kitchen by Ben Baglio J F BAG
Magic Kitten series by Sue Bentley J F BEN
Kitten Friends series by Jenny Dale J F DAL
The Great Kitten Challenge by Diana Gallagher J F GAL
Highway Cats by Janet Lisle J F LIS
Katie the Kitten Fairy by Daisy Meadows J F MEA
(popular series shelf)
Carlotta’s Kittens and the Club of Mysteries by Phyllis Naylor J F NAY
The Curious Cat Spy Club by Linda Singleton J F SIN
Upside-Down Magic series by Sarah Mlynowski J F MLY

juvenile non-fiction

Books on Cats and Kittens can be found at J 636.8 (row 18)
Koko’s Kitten by Francine Patterson J 599.88 PAT
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picture books

Nobody’s Nosier Than a Cat by Susan Bartoletti J PB BAR
Black Cat, White Cat by Silvia Borando J PB BOR
Just a Duck by Carin Bramsen J PB BRA
Bad Kitty by Nick Bruel J PB BRU
Little Spotted Cat by Alyssa Capucilli J PB CAP
Dog vs. Cat by Chris Gall J PB GAL
Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes J PB HEN
That Cat Can’t Stay by Thad Krasnesky J PB KRA
So, What’s It Like to Be a Cat? By Karla Kuskin J PB KUS
Cat Dreams by Ursula Le Guin J PB LEG
Thumpy Feet by Betsy Lewin J PB LEW
Mr. Pusskins: a Love Story by Sam Lloyd J PB LLO
Tiptop Cat by Roger Mader J PB MAD
Kitty Cat, Kitty Cat, Are You Waking Up? By Bill Martin J PB MAR
How to Be a Cat by Nikki McClure J PB MCC
Kittens! Kittens! Kittens! By Susan Meyers J PB MEY
Dewey: There’s a Cat in the Library by Vicki Myron J PB MYR
Posy by Linda Newbery J PB NEW
Ketzel, the Cat Who Composed by Leslea Newman J PB NEW
If You Give a Cat a Cupcake by Laura Numeroff J PB NUM

picture books con’t...

Pete the Cat by Kim Dean J PB PET
Rumble Tum by Stephanie Peters J PB PET
Skippyjon Jones by Judith Schachner J PB SCH
Splat the Cat by Rob Scotton J PB SCO
It’s All About Me-Ow by Hudson Talbott J PB TAL
Grumpy Cat by Britta Teckentrup J PB TEC
Max At Night by Ed Vere J PB VER
They All Saw a Cat by Brendan Wenzel J PB WEN
Mr. Wuffles by David Wiesner J PB WIE
Kitty Up by Elizabeth Wojtusik J PB WOJ

juvenile easy

The Berenstain Bear’s Kitten Rescue by Jan Berenstain JE BER
Kitten Castle by Mel Friedman JE FRI
Meow! By Mick Inkpen JE INK
Buster and the Little Kitten by Hisako Madokoro JE MAD
Mittens by Lola Schaefer JE SCH